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Introduction

♦ WWW has become a huge information resource

♦ Vast information is stored in a static HTML 
format 

♦ Semi-structured data

♦ Frequent itemset discovery of association rule 
mining method
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Semi-structured data representation model

♦ In OEM, each object contains an object 
identifier and a value(atomic/complex)

♦ Atomice values : intergers, real, strings, 
images, program.

♦ A complex value is a collection of 0 or 
more OEM sub-objects.

Example
(semi-structured model)
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The implementation of semi-structured data 
extraction

♦ Procedure

- provide  an initial http address to semi-structured data extractor

- extractor starts to get the needed HTML file from corresponding remote web server

- store it in OEM model

- if useful hyperlinks are detected, be inserted in a Queue

- After extraction, the semi-structured data can be used for schema knowledge discovery 

Example
(The file used to extract information on film pages on web)

1[

2Extract            <TITLE>*     /*the match pattern*/       

3Add label:         Name          /*the label to be added*/

4Num of Value:     1              /*the number of value*/

5]

……..

6[

7Extract:     HREF=“/More?tawards+*

8Add label:       Award

9Num of Value:     1

10Page type:          1               /*a hyperlink*/

11]

……..

Algorithm
P(S, Tag(f)) performs a particular data 

extraction task

o. First case

- The information V followed cur_tag needs to be 
extracted. If V is atomic, then add<label, V> 
to OEM database

- If V is a hyperlink pointed to another page, then 
append V and the specification file number 
for extracting corresponding web pages to the 
tail of queue Q.

o. Second case
- The algorithm has detected cur_tag. This means  

that the contents following cur_tag in the file 
have no more values for the current attribute.
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Schema knowledge discovery for 
semi-structured data

� Definition 1

Extension : If object O has n outgoing edges, with li labeled on each edge and 
ending object Oi

Ext(O)={<l1, O1 >,….,<ln, On>}Îa direct extension of O

Ext(Oij)={<l i1,  Oi1>,…..,<lim, Ext(Oim)>}Îan extension of Oij

� Definition 2

Transaction : If no any object includes Ext(T) as an element in its extension, 
then we call Ext(T)={<l1, T1>,…..,<ln, Tn>}a transaction.

� Definition 3

Frequent K-schema : A K-schema is a generalized extension with K atomic 
object, I.e. each object has no extension.

The directional graph representation

� A transaction : T={<genre, 
keyset>, …,<Director, Melvin 
Frank>}

� A extension : Keyset is a complex 
object whose extension is 
Ext(keyset)={<Keyword, action>, 
<Keyword, biography>}

� Frequent K-schema : generalized 
extension is {<Genre, {<Keyword, 
Action>, <Keyword, 
Biographical>}>, <Dirctor, Melvin 
Frank>}

Schema supported by transaction

� Two 1-schema

PT1 = {l 1, <l3, O4>}

PT2 = {l 1, l4, <l5, O7>}

� A 2-schema(Based on PT1, PT2)

PT1PT2 = {l 1, {{l 3, O4}, {l 4, <l5, 
O7>}}}

Algorithm
(Generating K-schema)



HTML file Structure association schema
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Conclusion

� With the rapid growth of WWW, the semi-
structured data will be richer and richer.

� Two directions will be introduced in the future.

- Machine learning method to the recognition of 
tag information in extraction

- The clustering method in semi-structured  

data knowledge discovery


